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ROVA
ABOUT THE MAGAZINE 

ROVA is for the road-trippers, the digital nomads and the life-
changers. It’s a vibrant and youthful magazine that has established 
a loyal following in North America and Canada, as well as a growing 
audience in Europe. 

ROVA is about traveling the roads of North America—we publish 
authentic stories about life on the road; astounding images of 
people, places and curiosities; and a real look inside what this 
phenomenal continent has to offer.

ROVA stands for road vacations and recreational vehicles, and it is 
about taking all roads—those less-taken or the most well-worn—to 
your own personal destination. Every road you take is a trail you 
blaze. Your wheels may kick up the same dust as another’s, but your 
story will project new light, new color—a new world.

ROVA is about sharing North America as it is seen through the 
eyes of a group of wanderers, writers, photographers, film-makers 
and adventurers. We’re the ones who stick our hands out the car 
window to catch the summer breeze; the ones who pull off the 
road whenever the landscape commands it; the ones who find new 
experiences in even the most-visited places; and the ones who forge 
paths into unknown territories.

In ROVA, we explore how roads connect people, places and 
experiences. Each new set of wheels to hit the road traces a story on 
the landscape; let us take you there.
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ROVA
WHY ROVA? 

More and more people are embracing road travel 
within North America. They’re doing it because they 
can work remotely and they’re chasing a dream. 
They’re doing it because it brings them closer to 
nature and out-of-the-ordinary experiences. But mainly, 
they’re doing it because there are endless places to go 
on this incredible continent, and packing up an RV, van, 
trailer or bus and going there seems like a pretty great 
way to spend some—or all—of your time.

On top of that is the digital revolution, which is 
allowing people America-wide to take their lives on 
the road. ROVA readers run businesses from their 
buses; take months-long working vacations in their RVs; 
turn their van lifestyle into a means of making money 
on the road; and constantly stay connected. This is 
the beginning of an age when you can do anything, 
anywhere—and why wouldn’t you do it on the road?
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People are becoming more mobile naturally; we want to explore how you can live a life on the road, whether 
you’re vacationing, working, raising a family or running a business. The itinerant life is well within reach—and 
we’re bringing it that little bit closer. 
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READERSHIP 

ROVA is read by a variety of road trippers. ROVA 
readers are curious about the land that is connected 
by the roads across this continent. They are digital 
nomads, dedicated travelers, innovators and explorers. 
They embrace change, push boundaries, crave new 
experiences and love their country. They are self-
sufficient, affluent, flexible and adventurous, and by 
golly do they love the wide-open road.

ROVA is dedicated to understanding and connecting 
the new generation of road travelers. 

Millennials and Gen Xers are discovering the benefits 
of RVing and road travel; they spend money on 
experiences and the products that enhance them, and 
take more frequent trips while staying connected with 
home and work. Wellness, connection and flexibility 
are what these readers want from life, and they’re 
discovering that all of these things are found at the 
heart of RV travel and road adventures.

DEMOGRAPHICS

• 55% women / 45% men

• 26–44 average age

• $100k+ average HHI

Numbers obtained through ROVA readership surveys
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PRAISE FOR ROVA

I came across your magazine at a supermarket stop. 
I was on the way home from discussing my purchase 
agreement for a Little Guy Max trailer. I am not 
particularly spiritual, but I do take this as a sign to 
proceed with the purchase, seek new roads, and enjoy 
the adventure. Enjoyed the magazine cover to cover 
and plan to continue to seek it out for inspiration. — 
Andrew, via email
A beautifully produced magazine filling a long-
ignored niche, obviously a labor of love. — Richard, 
via Facebook
We have to say that we were thoroughly impressed by 
the magazine. We didn’t really have any expectations, 
but once we received our copy, we were blown away. 
From writing to design, everything was executed 
with a breathtaking level of quality. — Brendan and 
Samantha, via email
I am reaching out to you on behalf of our CEO to 
compliment ROVA Magazine on its content and 
presentation. My boss purchased a copy while he was 
traveling and fell in love! He has been spreading the 
word about ROVA to his business partners, friends 
and family. — Nina, via email
I am very, very happy with the quality of your 
magazine, which we are in. I just received it this 
morning, and I want to thank you for your assistance 
in making our company great. — Larry, advertiser in 
ROVA Adventure Two
When you know there’s a growing tribe a like-minded 
travelers... went for coffee this morning and found this 
gem of a magazine. — via Instagram
I came across Adventure Four recently while I was 
looking for inspiration at the grocery store magazine 

rack and I was floored to find your magazine! I read 
it cover to cover as soon as I got home. The stories 
within these pages are such an inspiration and I loved 
reading about everyone’s experiences from their 
unique perspectives. I often find myself road-tripping 
solo and it was wonderful to read about others who 
do the same. — Cate, via email
Thank you @rovamagazine for being such a kickass 
resource for the modern traveler. — Marisa, via 
Instagram
I was walking by the magazine rack at the grocery 
store here in Waycross, GA and Rova caught my 
eye—finally, something on those magazine racks that 
is interesting :) — Derek, via email
Perfect Saturday morning reading material. If you like 
road travel, check out @rovamagazine. — Mike, via 
Instagram
You’re doing a great job! We’ve been saving the 
magazines and share them with our Airbnb guests 
who rent out our house while we’re gone. Keep ‘em 
coming! — ROVA reader via survey
Hello There from NW Montana! As a typical human I 
rarely write good reviews. Today, however, I happened 
to pick up Adventure Five, and after a quick thumb 
through knew this was a keeper. You don’t sell a 
magazine, you sell inspiration, and for that we thank 
you. — Bill, via email
Great magazine with multigenerational appeal. Nice 
work! — ROVA reader via survey
I love researching the contributors, love the stories, 
really enjoy the photography. And I love the fact that 
you have done a fantastic job tying in your website as 

well. And of course, the editorial work is stellar! Have 
fun, keep it going! — ROVA reader, via survey
I never thought I would find such an interesting 
magazine! — ROVA reader, via survey
I love your mix of aspirational content with a few 
tidbits that I can use (road trip itineraries, gear, etc.). 
Thanks for creating this amazing magazine. — ROVA 
reader, via survey
I am wrapping up a year deployed in Afghanistan, and 
I wanted to offer that sometimes a magazine is much 
more than just something to read. I found issues five 
and six of ROVA, and they were so much more than 
a good read, or relevant information on travel—in 
many ways they were a bridge to my family thousands 
of miles away. As I read, I found myself dreaming of 
future travel with my kids and bride—the places to 
go, the memories it would build, the smiles it would 
produce. I found myself somewhere else with the 
people I love the most. I found myself everywhere... 
but here! Thank you for putting together a journal 
that is as dedicated to family and friends as it is to 
travel; a journal that is about the adventure! And 
thank you for the few minutes a day when I got to be 
somewhere else. — Robert, via email
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WHERE CAN YOU FIND ROVA? 

ROVA is distributed in both the United States and 
Canada, in selected bookstores, news outlets and 
specialty retail stores. ROVA has secured distribution 
at Barnes & Noble, Wal-Mart, Kroger, Hudson 
newsstands (airports), Books-A-Million, Chapter, Meijer, 
Hy-Vee, Dierbergs and many more independent and 
nationwide retailers.

In 2018, ROVA appeared at Outdoor Retailer; 
America’s Largest RV Show in Hershey Pennsylvania; 
the Mid-West RV Super Show; various Vanlife Diaries 
gatherings; and many other trade and public RV and 
outdoor lifestyle shows.

The publication is also available online in an interactive 
digital format.

With an initial circulation of 50,000 copies, ROVA 
reaches a large audience of youthful, switched-on 
readers who are inspired by travel writing with integrity, 
striking photography, and nuanced information about 
North America that is not found in any other RV or 
vacation magazine.

Regular email newsletters are sent to an established 
and growing email contact database.



ROVA
ONLINE PRESENCE

ROVA has built a strong and loyal following on various social media platforms, including 
Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. ROVA established the Instagram hashtag #rovagram, which has 
quickly been adopted by many in the RV community, who share their travel photos and videos 
with ROVA’s audience.

ROVA’s website is full of unique content not found in the print edition of the magazine; we regularly 
run profiles of interesting and influential members of the RV community, and these influencers share 
our work on their various platforms, creating a duplication effect and spreading the word about ROVA 
far throughout the network of RV travelers online.
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US RV AND ROAD TRAVEL STATISTICS

Statistics provided by the Recreational Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA)

• RV ownership has reached record levels — More than nine million households 
now own an RV—the highest level ever recorded, a 16% increase since 2001, and a 
64% gain since 1980.

• Population and demographic trends favor long-term RV market growth — Buyers 
aged 35-54 are the largest segment of RV owners, according to the 2011 University of 
Michigan study of RV consumers commissioned by the RV Industry Association.

• Total RV shipments in 2017 increased 17.2% over 2016, and the trend looks to 
continue in 2018.

• RV manufacturers are offering innovative new products that offer an optimal 
mix of size, amenities and price for today’s budget-conscious consumers 
— Manufacturers are producing lightweight trailers and smaller, fuel-efficient 
motorhomes. Green technologies such as solar panels and energy-efficient 
components are appearing on an increasing number of RV models.

• Lifestyle trends continue to spur demand for RVs — RV owners overwhelmingly 
said in recent surveys that their RVs make it easier to take more frequent weekend 
getaways or mini-vacations that accommodate busy family schedules.

• RV ownership and travel is a great value — A 2014 Vacation Cost Comparison 
prepared by PKF Consulting USA showed that a family of four can save 27-62% on 
vacation costs by traveling in an RV, even when factoring in ownership costs and fuel. 
For a two-person traveling party, savings are 11-48%. Even when fuel prices rise, more 
than 80% of RV owners say their RV vacations cost less than other forms of travel.

• RVs have uses as diverse as the people who own them — In addition to vacation 
travel, owners use RVs for tailgating, travel with pets, business, outdoor sports and 
other leisure activities.

• Shorter trips closer to home — Research shows that RVers spend more time 
enjoying campgrounds and less on the road to save fuel and time. More than 
90% of RVers take three or more mini-vacations per year. With more than 16,000 
campgrounds nationwide, it’s easy for RVers to stay closer to home.
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ON THE ROAD WITH THE YOUNGER DEMOGRAPHIC

• The number of Gen Xers and millennials entering the RV marketplace is on the rise; 
the fastest-growing cohort of RV owners is 35 to 44 years old

• More than 11 per cent of US households headed by 35- to 54-year-olds own an RV

• Kampgrounds of America’s 2018 North American Camping Report found that 
millennials are driving the growth of camping. In the overall population, millennials 
comprise 31 per cent of the adult population, yet account for 38 per cent of 
campers

• The report also showed that camping holds strong appeal for teens, who like 
spending time with family and getting outdoors

• Generation X, Y and millennials have more money to spend on travel, and often 
spend more than other tourists

• Young travelers are a growth market globally, while the spending power of older 
generations may be on the decline

• Younger people tend to prefer experiential travel over hitting sightseeing 
hotspots—RVs offer the experiential side of travel over air and hotel getaways

• Articles from the past year show the impact of younger travelers on the RV market:

 – Why RVing is becoming more popular with Younger Generations
 – Young wanderlust gives new life to RV market
 – The New Generation of RVers: Breaking the Mold on an American Tradition
 – RV Sales Boom Is Fueled By Millennials As They Overturn Stereotypes And Enjoy 

The Itinerant Life
 – Millennials help drive increase in RV sales
 – Growing trend shows young adults trading houses for RV’s
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR 2018

KEY ROVA DATES 2018

Edition Editorial features

Adventure 11: February/March

- RV and van tech: Apps, smart controls, internet
- Pop-up campers
-  Young at heart—stories of older RVers  

still chasing adventure
-  Be prepared: gear for different types of trips,  

including off-grid, family, remote, city etc.

Adventure 12: April/May
- Rock climbing
- Class B motorhomes
- The ultimate RV wardrobe
- Live like a local—insider tips from around the country

Adventure 13: June/July
- Paddleboarding and kayaking
- Car camping (i.e. tents, hammocks)
- Getting the most out of your national parks
- Sustainable travel: solar, water, food, leave no trace

Adventure 14: August/September
- Guide to van conversions
- RVing with pets
- Adjusting to RV life
- Hiking

Adventure 15: October/November
- ROVA Holiday Buyers’ Guide
-  Food glorious food : food storage,  

cooking, foraging, health
- DIY: conversions, maintenance, upkeep.

Adventure 16: December/January
- Winter for the RVer: chase the sun or hit the slopes?
- Teen travelers: the RV lives of Gen Z
-  Pleasure travel: RV vacations for those  

who don’t own RVs

Creative deadline On sale

12/14/18 2/12/19

2/22/19 4/16/19

4/26/19 6/18/19

6/28/19 8/13/19

8/23/19 10/8/19

10/18/19 12/10/19


